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1. Introduction

In this paper I will try to give the flavor of two different concepts of stellar population, namely, the population of cluster systems within galaxies, and the stellar populations within individual clusters. I hope to show, in concert with other papers in this volume, that a generic vision of Population I and II has been outdated for a long time. I believe that it is still proper to talk about populations within individual objects; in the case of galaxies, one might make a correspondence of populations with the important star forming events in the history of a galaxy.

2. The decline of the Population Concept – Ages of Magellanic Cloud Clusters

Shapley (1930) announced that there are a number of clusters in the Magellanic Clouds that look like globular star clusters, but that have A-type integrated spectra. Cannon had classified NGC 1872, 1903, 2041, 2107, 2134, 2157, and 2164 as A-type or A-?. To anticipate a later result, these clusters have SWB class (Searle et al., 1980) II–IV. With 15 years to go before Baade’s seminal paper, the first evidence that populations were not universal, or at least were not simply two in number, had been found.

Shapely and Mohr (1932) used the LMC cluster system to help to delineate the size of the LMC. This particular paper claimed that NGC 1466 and NGC 2257, among others, were likely LMC “globular clusters,” and concluded that these new clusters show that the LMC is 50% larger than expected from then-extant deep photographs. This idea, when combined with kinematics, has been important in deriving masses of galaxies (Olszewski et al., 1986; Zaritsky et al., 1989; Fich and Tremaine, 1991). Clusters are bright test particles, and can be seen, if they exist, even when the surface brightness of a galaxy has dropped to imperceptible levels.

Shapley and Nail (1951) announced the discovery of Cepheids (not RR Lyrae stars) within the cluster NGC 1866. Besides elucidating a major population difference between NGC 1866 and Galactic globular clusters, they also illustrated that the population of NGC 1866 was vastly different from that of the LMC field—NGC 1866 was 20× as efficient at making Cepheids as was the surrounding field. I will describe a more modern interpretation of this fact below.

Thackeray and Wesselink (1953) announced the long-awaited discovery of RR Lyrae stars in (or more often, about, see Olszewski, 1984, Fig. 2) one SMC and two LMC clusters. The inability to discover RR Lyraes in the LMC was partly caused by Shapley’s incorrect distance determination, for the RR Lyraes were a full magnitude fainter than had been expected. Once again anticipating a problem that still plagues us, they pointed out that the uncertainty in the new LMC distance was dominated by photometry errors, but was also due to the “uncertainty in the assumed absolute magnitude of RR Lyrae variables.”

Gascoigne and Kron (1952) measured colors of a number of Cloud clusters. To quote them, “the most striking feature is a strong tendency for a grouping of the colors into a blue group and a red group. The grouping appears so pronounced as to suggest that we have observed clusters of two distinct types.”

In the late 1950s through the early 1960s, a number of workers, for instance Arp, Gascoigne, Hodge, Kron, and Tifft, made color-magnitude diagrams that showed that some Cloud clusters were significantly younger than the Galactic globulars. Arp (1958; 1959) also showed that these clusters contain stars much redder than any found in Galactic globulars, that the SMC field seems to be made up of both old stars and young stars, and that the chemical composition of SMC cluster stars must be different from that of Galactic globular cluster stars. Again, to quote Arp, (1959) “regardless of the details of the differences, however, it is now necessary to abandon the hitherto useful working hypothesis that all galaxies contain the same kind of stars.” Hodge (1963) and Gascoigne (1963) described how similar many color-magnitude diagrams of Cloud clusters were to those of intermediate-age Galactic open clusters.

Feast and Lloyd Evans (1973) showed that some of Arp’s red stars were C stars, and advanced the hypothesis that perhaps C-star-containing clusters are younger than true globulars. They noted that there are C stars of similar absolute magnitudes in the Galactic open clusters NGC 7789, 2660, and 2477. Starting in the late 1970s, Aaronson and Mould (1982; 1985), Mould and Aaronson (1979; 1980; 1982), Lloyd Evans (1980a; 1980b; 1983; 1984) Frogel and Cohen (1982), and Frogel et al. (1990) collected observations that showed that the C and M stars in many of these clusters exceed the luminosity of the first-
ascent giant branch tip, making them AGB stars. Mould and Aaronson (1980) derived cluster ages from the luminosity of the brightest C star, and noted that many clusters are significantly younger than 15 Gyr, including one cluster previously claimed to contain RR Lyraes (NGC 1978). Searle, Wilkinson, and Bagnuolo (1980) published integrated Gunn-system photometry of a large number of clusters, and proposed an age sequence. The large number of main-sequence color-magnitude diagrams now available have qualitatively confirmed both sets of ages, though the absolute ages implied from the earlier work needed adjustment, especially for clusters older than 1 Gyr. Similar, later work using integrated UBV photometry (Elson and Fall, 1985) has also had problems in getting the ages of the older clusters correct, and is generally not useful for deriving cluster formation rates.

It has been quite clear for a long time that cluster age distributions are quite different in each of the Magellanic Clouds, and in the Milky Way. If we lived in the LMC, how would the LMC-Baade have defined populations?

3. LMC Clusters as a stellar-evolution gold mine

It has been pointed out many times in the past that LMC clusters are a gold mine for understanding stellar evolution (see Robertson, 1973a,b, 1974; Hodge, and Flower, 1973; Flower and Hodge, 1975 for early examples of using modern evolutionary calculations to understand the ages of LMC clusters). A few other examples of the use of Magellanic Cloud clusters are the evolution of the luminosities of C and M stars (see above, but especially see Mould and Aaronson 1986; Frogel et al., 1990), theoretical studies of the clump giants (Seidel et al., 1987), observational studies of the magnitude of the clump (Olszewski et al., 1987; Hatzidimitriou 1991), evolution and formation of the red giant branch (Sweigart et al., 1990), evolutionary status and absolute magnitudes of RR Lyrae stars (Olszewski et al., 1987; Suntzeff et al., 1992; Walker 1992b), and use of convective overshoot in evolutionary models (Lattanzio et al., 1991). This list is necessarily incomplete. Many of these papers ultimately depend on the fact that absolute magnitudes of all stages of stellar evolution are quite precisely known, given the caveat that we know the distance to the LMC, because all LMC stars are at the same distance from the Sun to first order.

In 1987 we (see Mateo et al., 1990a,b; Olszewski et al., 1991; Welch et al., 1993a,b) began a systematic survey of the bluer LMC clusters with the intent of finding Cepheids. Data consist of time series of CCD images in several colors, using the Tololo 0.9m, 4m, and the Las Cam-
panas 1m telescopes. In order to ensure some success, we started with the van den Bergh (1981) catalog of UBV colors of the clusters, and used fading models to scale the luminosity and color of each cluster to that of NGC 1866. We then predicted the number of Cepheids expected, and observed a cluster if this predicted number exceeded 2.

Our LMC-cluster Cepheid catalog has more than 50 members, counting the Cepheids in NGC 1866. Each cluster is in addition much more massive than Galactic open clusters and is generally lightly and evenly reddened, allowing a better understanding of the age and abundance of the cluster, and luminosity and colors of the Cepheids to be obtained. Most importantly, two clusters are now known with 15+ Cepheids, and two more have a few Cepheids (see Table 1 Mateo et al., 1990b; and Table 1 in Welch et al., 1993b). While this is still work in progress, we can make several conclusions:

1. The PLC relation for cluster Cepheids is the same as that for field Cepheids. An important percentage of the short-period Cepheids pulsate in the first overtone mode. These Cepheids, of course, are easy to identify in the LMC simply by their offset in the PLC relation (see Fig. 2 in Olszewski et al., 1991). The older, photographic work on the LMC field does contain such stars; they typically were displaced in the PLC relation by the ratio of fundamental-mode to first-overtone periods, and commented upon in the notes to the table (for instance, in Fig. 1 of Martin et al., 1979). The overtone pulsators do typically have smaller amplitudes (and sinusoidal lightcurves), and may have been easily missed in the early Harvard surveys. Incidentally, these overtone pulsators are actually not rare in the field, as the spectacular PL relation of \( \sim 1000 \) Cepheids from the MACHO project (Cook et al., 1995) shows. We can test and refine the hypothesis of Bohm-Vitense (1988, 1994) that most short-period Cepheids pulsate in this mode. Clusters with blue loops that completely penetrate the instability strip seem to contain overtone pulsators; since the color of the blue loop is a function of age and metallicity you might expect the lower-metallicity LMC to have a higher percentage of overtone Cepheids than does the Milky Way.

2. When the blue loop is contained within the instability strip, we get many Cepheids. NGC 1866 and NGC 2031 are nice examples of this fact (see Fig. 1 of Olszewski et al., 1991 for the CMD of NGC 2031 with overlaid isochrones; and see Fig. 1 of Welch et al., 1993b for a CMD of NGC 1866).

3. There are nonvariables within the instability strip. This has been suggested for Milky Way field stars, but is difficult to prove (see Bidelman, 1985). High-resolution imaging is necessary to ensure that these nonvariables are not chance superpositions of stars.
4. The instability strip gets narrower at lower luminosity, confirming the work of Fernie (1990) on Galactic Cepheids. The instability strip is clearly not bounded on the red and blue sides by parallel lines.

5. A single isochrone cannot explain the range in luminosity of Cepheids in a single cluster. There may still be some field-Cepheid contamination, which we can probably sort out with accurate velocities. There may also be Cepheids that have gained or lost mass because they are in close binary systems, a not uncommon occurrence (see Welch et al., 1991 for examples of both of these facts). We can also arbitrarily invoke differential mass loss, or higher crossings of the instability strip. A different, simple, testable hypothesis is that we are seeing a 20-30% age spread within these clusters. A spread of $2.3 \times 10^7$ y would be as large or larger than larger than any spread convincingly verified in a cluster in the Milky Way. Prosser et al. (1994) argue that the stars in the Orion Trapezium cluster are 80% coeval to within $0.1 \times 10^7$ y, with 2% as old as $10^7$ y. They also point out that “the unambiguous detection of a range of formation times or ‘age spread’ amongst a cluster or association of stars would open up new avenues of study in the area of star formation research... Many attempts to make this type of measurement have been done before...but with somewhat mixed results.” Eggen and Iben (1988, 1989) argue that there has been some star formation in many clusters on timescales larger than $10^7$ y. Other conflicting evidence can be given, but it seems clear that we do not yet know what age spread to “expect.” It should be easier to derive the age spread in the LMC clusters because of the large numbers of stars, the identical distance to each star, and the low reddening to the typical cluster. Fig. 1 in Olaszewski et al. (1991) shows Padova isochrones (a formal reference to these is Alongi et al., 1993; we used unpublished isochrones) fit to the CMDs of NGC 2031 and NGC 2136.

4. Metallicities and Kinematics of the LMC Cluster System

In the late 1970s and early 1980s it became possible to measure line strengths of individual red giants in Magellanic Cloud clusters (Cowley and Hartwick, 1982; Cohen, 1982) or to measure integrated colors and spectra (Smith et al., 1988). Freeman, Illingworth, and Oemler (1983) derived and compiled velocities of 59 clusters, and were able to make a first pass at deriving the kinematics of the cluster system as a function of SWB type (age). The most remarkable result was that the oldest clusters were in a planar distribution, not in a halo. Again, something about the LMC’s oldest population is different from that of the Milky Way.
We have greatly improved our knowledge of the velocities and line strengths in approximately 80 LMC clusters (Olszewski et al., 1991; Schommer et al., 1992; Suntzeff et al., 1992). A number of significant comments can be made from these papers:

1. The age-metallicity relation for clusters with good ages can be seen in Olszewski et al., (1991, Fig. 11). Aside from the cluster ESO121SC03, there are no clusters in the age range 2-3 to 12-15 Gyr for the approximately 30 clusters that have well-determined ages; there is also a significant dearth of clusters in the abundance range $-1.2$ to $-1.8$, even in the larger sample of 80 clusters (see Olszewski, 1993, Fig. 2). The age “gap” corresponds to an abundance “gap” as well. Either the LMC made no clusters during this time, or it only made clusters that could be destroyed in 2-3 Gyr. We have made crude arguments that the latter possibility is unlikely, though the weakest part of the argument is the number of giant molecular clouds in the LMC. There does seem to be corroborating evidence of such a period of little star formation from work on field stars (Bertelli et al., 1992), though their latest results (Vallenari et al., 1994) complicate the story.

2. We were able to show that the 13 clusters with ages like those of Galactic globulars do indeed have kinematics inconsistent with those expected for a halo (Freeman et al. were forced to use clusters as young as $\sim 2$ Gyr in their “oldest” sample. We find that the intermediate-aged LMC clusters are in the same disk as the youngest objects). Formally, if one excludes the old clusters superposed on the LMC bar, we get rotation solutions consistent with those derived for the youngest tracers, albeit with large errors. Hughes et al. (1991) have found a similar result for the oldest LPVs (see section 4.1.3 of Schommer et al., 1992). The system of OLPVs outside of 2 kpc from the bar has large rotation and low $v/\sigma$. Are there any populations in the LMC whose kinematics are consistent with those expected for a spherical halo? It seems unlikely given that the magnitude distribution of RR Lyraes suggests a flattened distribution (Walker, 1991). Isolating very metal poor giants and deriving their kinematics may be our last hope.

3. We were also able to compare the properties of the ensemble of old LMC clusters to various samples of halo Milky Way clusters. The most instructive sample of Milky Way clusters is that outside the solar circle. The mean absolute magnitude, standard deviation about that mean, distribution of RR Lyrae types, number of RR Lyrae stars per unit luminosity, and horizontal branch types (Walker, 1992a; see also Da Costa 1993) are the same for these two groups of galaxies. While van den Bergh (1994a,b) points out that the half-light radii of the two samples are different, my guess is that this property, of all the properties mentioned, is the most susceptible to environment. The sample of
clusters outside the solar circle is "contaminated" with "young-halo" clusters; one or several proto-LMCs (not necessarily THE LMC) could have been swallowed up by the Milky Way to form the young halo.

We have now learned that the kinematics of the oldest clusters are different from those of the Milky Way, that these clusters most resemble the young-halo in the Milky Way, that the age-metallicity relation of the two galaxies is different, and that the distribution of ages of populous clusters is quite different. Is it really appropriate to say that any of the populations of clusters in the LMC is the same as populations of clusters in the Milky Way?

Hodge's (1989) population boxes provide much more information about the star formation histories and major distinguishing events than do the simple concepts of Population I and II. Population boxes are three dimensional diagrams with axes of star formation rate, time, and metallicity. While kinematics somehow needs to be added (and one could also envision adding [O/Fe] from detailed abundances), by using population boxes we can at least admit similarities of star formation histories while accommodating important differences. We can imagine major events in the Milky Way during halo, disk, thick disk, and bulge formation, while simultaneously imagining an LMC which may have made few stars for several billions of years before "bursting."

5. The cluster systems of M33 and M31

I will not review in detail all that we know about the cluster systems in these two galaxies. Recent reviews (Christian, 1993; Schommer, 1993; Huchra, 1993; Brodie, 1993) have nicely summarized the field. What I hope to do here is to point out some major features to buttress my argument that galaxies do have greatly differing populations. Schommer et al. (1991) point out that the M33 clusters have a range in colors, making this aspect of the M33 system more reminiscent of the LMC than of the Milky Way or M31. The bluer clusters follow disk rotation, the intermediate clusters have small (actually, indeterminate) rotation but a relatively small line-of-sight velocity dispersion, while the reddest clusters have no rotation, and a large line-of-sight velocity dispersion. M33 has a distinguishable old, spherical halo, making it different from the LMC. The gross details of the M33 cluster system are different from the details of both the LMC and of the Milky Way.

Two of the more obvious questions that one might ask about the M31 system are: how similar are the halo and disk globular cluster systems of M31 to those of the Milky Way; and is there a second parameter effect in the halo of M31 which would generalize the discovery of old halo and
young halo in the Milky Way? A number of groups have discussed disk and halo systems in M31 (Ashman and Bird, 1993; Federici et al., 1993; Huchra et al., 1991; Elson and Walterbos, 1988), and there has been much recent work done on optical and infrared colors of M31 globulars (Reed et al., 1994; Cohen and Matthews, 1994; Fusi Pecci et al., 1993). Conclusions reached by the most recent papers are that M31 does indeed have both a disk and halo cluster system (Ashman and Bird), that there is little if any halo abundance gradient (Cohen and Matthews), and that the mean abundances of nuclear and outer clusters in M31 and the Milky Way are very similar (Cohen and Matthews; Ashman and Bird). These are not necessarily "new" conclusions (see Huchra et al., 1991, and references quoted above), but they have been confirmed or strengthened by new data and new analyses. Newer analyses will be strengthened by improvements in the fundamental data; more and better velocities and abundances will really help our comparison of the various cluster systems in nearby galaxies. Ashman and Bird further claim that the mean metallicities of any number of halo cluster systems are identical within the errors, which would have fundamental importance for galaxy formation. Some of the metallicity distributions seen in elliptical galaxies discussed in Bill Harris' review (this volume) make it unlikely that this last claim of Ashman and Bird is truly fundamental.

Within the next couple of years there will be color-magnitude diagrams of many M31 halo clusters. We will then know if the M31 cluster system has a second-parameter problem in its halo; if this turns out to be true then perhaps we can say that the M31 and Milky Way cluster populations are identical. Ajhar et al. (1994) showed color-magnitude diagrams of two M31 globulars, K58 and K219, with [Fe/H] = -0.57 and -1.83, respectively. These WFPC2 data have a magnitude limit of \( \sim 26.5 \), giving well-delineated red-giant branches and horizontal branches. The CMD of K58 shows the red droop characteristic of a metal-rich population, and shows a stubby red horizontal branch. The RGB slope of K219 is much steeper, with a much bluer horizontal branch. The level of the horizontal branches is also different. As these and other data are published, we will improve our knowledge of the M31 halo and of the horizontal-branch magnitude as a function of metallicity.

6. Other studied clusters in the Local Group

The Fornax dwarf spheroidal galaxy also contains five globular clusters, several of which have been intensely studied (Buonanno et al., 1985, for instance). Some of these objects are also HST Cycle 4 targets. The CMDs of these objects resemble those of metal-poor clusters, though
the HB morphologies are redder than expected for the metallicities. In the analyses of HB type and age versus metallicity (Zinn, 1993a; Chaboyer et al., 1992; van den Bergh, 1993a,b), the Fornax clusters fall neither on the old-halo line nor in the the young halo region. Zinn (1993b) argues that Fornax-like systems therefore could not form the halo. More massive, LMC-like systems are apparently needed. The newly-discovered Sgr galaxy has four globular clusters, and should help to refine this argument.

Olszewski and Aaronson (1985) discovered a density enhancement at or near the center of the Ursa Minor dwarf spheroidal galaxy, which we (Armandroff, Pryor and myself) have now confirmed with newer data (Irwin has also claimed to see a density enhancement at 1.5-2 core radii). If this "cluster" is at the center of Ursa Minor, it is dynamically stable. The CMD is indistinguishable from that of the field of UMi. With only 2 velocities of stars in this region, we know nothing about the dynamics of this feature. Could this feature be the most extreme "open" version of the nucleus of a nucleated dwarf? In the same vein, Seitzer and collaborators (private communication) have shown that the unresolved (in 1" seeing) central object in the Tucana system, which would have the colors and absolute magnitude of a globular if it were part of Tucana, is unresolved even with HST. It is therefore most likely a foreground star.
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HARRIS: I’d like to support the view that both you and Mike Feast have hinted at strongly, which is that there are no particular things called “globular” and “open” clusters; there are only star clusters, at all ages and metallicities. The major thing you need to form a really massive (=globular) star cluster is just to accumulate a large enough supply of gas in a giant molecular cloud, and it doesn’t really matter when in a galaxy’s history that happens. In some sense, it was obviously easier for the LMC and M33 to do that over a longer period of time than it was for the Milky Way or M87.

FEAST: I was interested in your remark that the ratio of numbers of Cepheids pulsating in the fundamental and the first overtone depends strongly on the evolutionary loops in the HR diagram. One might perhaps then expect that the ratio would be rather sensitive to metallicity. In fact, it seems that the number ratio increases rapidly at about the same period in both the SMC and the LMC (overtones frequent for period less than about 10 days), suggesting rather little metallicity dependence.

OLSZEWKSI: I think that one can only learn the answer to your comments from studying Cepheids in clusters, where one can hope to isolate age and abundance.

TAYLOR: I do not understand why you were surprised by an apparent age spread of $10^7$ years in a cluster. What is there to stop star formation other than the explosion of the first supernova, which takes that long? It is true that to a close approximation in old clusters stars have the same age, but not in very young clusters where the age spread can be larger than the age.

OLSZEWKSI: I was not speaking of VERY young clusters. I provide additional evidence about age spreads in the text. I was also speaking of empirical evidence, not about expectations.

BRODIE: I strongly disagree with your statement that new IR colors will improve the metallicity estimates for M31 globulars. Estimates based on spectroscopic line strength indices (especially those which include a number of different elements line strengths, as is the case for the Huchra, Brodie and Kent
metallicity determinations) are inherently more reliable than those based on colors. The HBK metallicities each carry error estimates which accumulately reflect the S/N of the individual spectra (as well as other uncertainties). You mentioned that Cohen's IR color–based metallicity estimates differ from the HBK spectroscopic estimates for a few halo metal–rich clusters. It does not follow that the IR estimates are the correct ones and that the HBK ones should be “thrown out”, as you stated in the talk. In general, though, the agreement is excellent and we derive identical mean metallicities for the system as a whole.

OLSZEWSKI: What I said in my talk must have been too strong (though I cannot remember the exact words I said). All I intended was that the fundamental data can use improvement, especially in the case of clusters with quoted large metallicity errors. Some of this improvement can come about with IR photometry, but improved spectroscopy could make the same improvements. As non-observers use these catalogs without the same appreciation of the errors as observers, one must be careful about publishing data with large error bars. Error bars are easily forgotten in a clever mathematical analysis by someone years down the road.